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Synopsis

The Madden NFL '17 Standard Edition Guide includes...Game Winning Plays: We give you the top 17 plays in Madden NFL 17. Easily find which playbooks have them and the strategy behind what makes them the best. Pro Tips from the Game Changers: Get expert advice and in-depth strategy from highly skilled Game Changers, Zan and Litzout. Always know what to do and when. Customize Your Team: Learn what makes players great and how to utilize them. We recommend the ideal schemes for a variety of playbooks and how to get the most out of your players. Madden Ultimate Team: Understand the new features of this game mode and build a team with the best players in each position to dominate the competition. Fantasy Football Tips: Get everything you need to know about the world of fantasy football by using our mock draft and drafting strategy. Then stay informed with the most up to date information by unlocking a free digital eGuide! Free eGuide: Unlock the enhanced eGuide for bonus videos of the top 17 plays in Madden NFL 17.
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Customer Reviews

Madden games have been a unique experience in my life as the game that binds my brothers and I. We all have very different interests and vastly different gaming skill. I dominate in FPS, my middle brother prefers solo play adventure, my youngest brother is more into strategy and unconventional gameplay (he wrote an academic paper on Osmos). I am the button masher of the group and what I love about Madden is that it truly invites EVERYONE to come to the game on their own terms. If you are a casual gamer who™ll pick up the controller for a 15-minute-round of Just Cause 3 or a
Skyrim player who just dedicates a week to complete and total game immersion, you can find gameplay in the Madden games that scratch whatever itch you bring to it. The new PRIMA guide to Madden™s latest offering is energetically written by former competitive gamer Dan Herrera. His style and insights help breakdown the vast amount of modes and types of gameplay in this new Madden that not only demystifies them for a 5-minute quarter game player like me, but also whets my appetite to try some franchise mode play or to dive into the Gauntlet. But it doesn’t strand me in just a description of these modes and then leave me to me own devises. With the contributions of top gamers Zac (ZAN) Neal and Peter (Litezout) Calefato, two top tier competitive Madden players and MAJOR stars in the world of Madden playing, this guide give you hundreds and hundreds of tips and strategies to help you take your game beyond. Like Madden 17 itself, you can pick up the guide, get a quick overview of new features, peruse it super quick, grab a controller and choose Heads or Tails.
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